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Admission is a Canadian direct-to-video horror anthology film produced by Monster Pictures and released on DVD
on June 5, 2004. Cast Horror genre Bradley Cooper as the Crawler Stephen Dunham as The Woodsman Sean Gunn
as The Kid Tony Todd as The Biker Chad Michael Collins as The Boxer Julianne Nicholson as The Teacher Walter
Olkewicz as The Mailman Erotic genre James Deen as the Big Guy Inexplicably Funny genre Danny Trejo as The Old
Man References External links Bizarre Admission at Thrill-O-Gram Category:2004 direct-to-video films
Category:Canadian films Category:Canadian anthology films Category:Canadian supernatural horror films
Category:Films directed by Alan Smithee Category:2004 horror films Category:Canadian supernatural horror
filmsNew bills would give more power to the Agriculture Department in enforcement of food regulations By Candice
Choi and Emily Holden WASHINGTON — Food regulations are currently overseen by the Food and Drug
Administration. But that agency is also responsible for ensuring that food reaches the shelves without incident, and
that responsibility has grown so large that it is often referred to as the FDA’s “dual mission.” Under legislation that
passed the House this week and is now in the Senate, the dual-mission of oversight of food safety and enforcement
of food regulations would be entrusted to the Agriculture Department. Specifically, lawmakers would create a new
role within the department, referred to as the Food Protection Administrator, that would be tasked with enforcing
rules requiring that ground beef be labeled as either “beef” or “beef flavor,” that seafood be sold by weight, and
that fresh and frozen egg products be labeled as “eggs.” This legislation also creates the role of Office of Food
Safety, which would assume oversight of the safety of the American food supply, such as the safety of restaurant
food, imported products and fruits and vegetables. Two of the bills in Congress, authored by Senator Pat Roberts, a
Kansas Republican, and Representative Rosa DeLauro, a Connecticut Democrat, both in the Senate, and
Representative Peter Welch, a Vermont Democrat, in the
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